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Welcome, my name is Michael Pate. I am with the agricultural safety and health
program at Penn State. With me today is Maria Gorgo-Gourovitch and Montse who
are assisting with this workshop. Today’s workshop is entitled Tractor & Machinery
Operations: Putting Safety in Motion. We chose this title because safety is an attitude
in action. Let’s get started.
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Today’s presentation will follow this outline. We will begin with defining hazards and
risks followed by pre-operation checks to start safety moving in the right direction.
We will conclude today’s presentation with fundamentals of safe tractor operations.
The topics we will be discussing and practicing have several everyday applications.
We all face hazards and judge the risk of exposing our self to those hazards everyday.
Like when we drive a car or even prepare a meal. Let’s first look at what we mean by
hazards and risk. Understanding these terms is critical for our safety.
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(Read the slides)
Hazards are things that isolated could potential harm us. A tractor tire is an excellent
example as it is under pressure and could potentially explode. However, it requires a
force or heat to be applied to the tire before it can cause harm.
Risks are subjective meaning a person can judge risk differently than another person.
It is the estimation of the likelihood of harm occurring and the estimated severity of
the harm. If we do not add air to a tractor tire or apply heat the risk is low for an
explosion but the risk would increase if conditions change.
When we get ready to do a job we must identify hazards and evaluate the risk of
injury. Once we have identified the risks for injury we can start to work safely using
the appropriate measures.
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You may be asking will how do I know what all the existing and potential hazards are?
Don’t worry there are a lot of tools available to help you assess your risk for injury
and identify safety measures.
I will hand out some forms that have been developed to assist with hazard
assessment. Each form have strengths that will help you identify the risks and
implement safety measures or procedures to prevent an injury. Knowing the job and
what tasks are to be performed is a great start. You can also use a equipment
maintenance log or checklist to ensure you equipment is working safely and
efficiently. Let’s take a look at the SaferFarm tool in more detail.
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The first is the saferfarm.org website which was formally known as the
Farm/Agriculture/Rural/Management – Hazard Analysis Tool (FARM-HAT) is a simple
method that can be used by farm operators, the insurance industry, extension agents,
and others to reduce farm hazards. This tool allows you to score the safety of
equipment and objectively evaluate the hazards present. Users of this tool will: gain
further understanding of agricultural safety and health hazards; learn what types of
safety devices provide the most protection; learn what type(s) of personal protective
equipment is appropriate for a given situation; find other sources of related
information; and understand what behaviors can protect an individual from being
harmed by a hazard.
A good practice to follow is to perform pre-operation checks prior to starting your
work shift. Let’s take a look at what that might include.
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A variety of methods can be used to start a pre-operations review before work is to
be started. This practice gets us in a “safety” mindset and moves us in the right
direction. The most common items to review are the work conditions and/or the
environment as well as any equipment to be used. Replace or adjust items to ensure
equipment is operated safely. Lights help with visibility, brakes need to stop the
machine, steering components should function properly to keep you going in the
right direction, no one likes changing a tire so look for low tires and check air
pressure, fluids keep the motor and other equipment running so if you are low on oil
or fuel that could make for a frustrating work day.
Now you don’t just drive a tractor do you? Most of the time it is used to do some
type of work. Tractors a hitched to implements or loaders to move, transport, or
apply materials. Safe tractor operations takes into account the additional equipment
that may be attached.
Let’s examine each of the methods to attach implements and other equipment.
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The drawbar is one of the most common ways to attach an implement or wagon.
Drawbars come in different sizes to match the power and load requirements that the
tractor can handle.
Drawbars can be adjustable or fixed in position.
They serve as a primary single attachment point and are located low on the tractor to
prevent a rear rollover.
Next we will look at some pre-operations checks before using the drawbar.
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It is critical that you use an OEM or engineered drawbar to reduce the chance of
equipment failure which could cause a catastrophic injury. Grades of steel vary not
knowing the type and the condition can create a failure
Cutting or welding creates heat, which weakens the materials strength
When getting ready to attach equipment using a drawbar be sure to check for the
following as seen on the slide. O.D. is Outside Diameter.
Now let’s look at some of the potential hazards working with the drawbar of the
tractor.
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When you are backing any piece of machinery it is important to make sure there are
no bystanders in the path of travel. Connecting implements should be done so that
any stored energy such as a trailer load doesn’t get released and hit a bystander.
Loads must be securely attached.
Next we will look at making secure attachments.
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Use the parking brake when the tractor has been placed in position to keep it from
rolling. The equipment should be chock to prevent any movement.
If possible use a spotter or helper to guide the tractor during backing. Be sure to keep
out of the path of travel.
If possible use new technology such as one-person drawbar hitching systems that
allow a person to remain in the cab of the tractor.
Slow and steady wins the race. Avoid fast and jerky movements.
After the alignment of the drawbar and equipment hitch, we will look at using proper
attachment pins.
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Hitch pins are vital to keeping the tractor connected to the equipment. Here is an
example of a safe hitch pin with a safe retainer or keeper. The other example is a
detachment waiting to happen.
We will look at some important points to remember about hitch pins.
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Use the largest pin diameter that will fit through the tractor drawbar and implement
hitch
Make sure the pin will not slip through the larger clevis holes.
Use pins that are long enough to allow a keeper to be inserted but do not drag the
ground.
Use pins with a rated grade to insure proper loading strength.
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A safety chain(s) is a safety backup for tractor-to-implement connections. The safety
chain maintains connection between the implement and tractor should the primary
connection fail during transport. Be sure the chain is long enough to allow turning
and is supported. Use the proper grade of chain to reduce the chance of failure.
Check chains for wear, stretching, or kinked.
Let’s look at another connection type for your tractor and implement.
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The three point hitch serves as a connection to link the implement to the tractor and
keeps the implement supported and in line with the tractor at all times.
This system allows the operator to raise and lower impements using hydraulic
controls.
The two lower links serve as attachment points and transfer tractor pull to the
implement.
When connecting or preparing to use the three point hitch, conduct the following
pre-op checks.
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Similar hazards as the drawbar connection with the addition of pinch points. Be sure
to keep bystanders out of the path of travel and ensure proper connections.
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Since the tractor may carry the entire weight of the implement, tractor ballast is
extremely important for maintaining control of the machine.
To prevent injuries associated with the three point hitch hazards remember the
following seen on the slide.
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We will now look at the next connection point between the tractor and the
implement. This connection is primarly for the transfor of power between the tractor
engine to the implement. The PTO shaft comes in different sizes and operate at
different speeds based on manufatuer specifications. The most common speeds are
540 and 1000 rpm. Each has a unique spline to identify them.
Be sure to inspect the PTO for proper guarding and alignment with the drawbar
and/or three point hitch.
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PTO’s present a very unique hazard of entanglement. Make sure warning labels and
guards are present and in good order.
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The pto will connect to the tractor using one of three common connections.
Slide collar lock is the most common on newer PTOs.
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If guards or components are missing or damaged be sure to replace them.
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Let’s look at some critical safety components of the PTO system. Each provides
protection from operator entanglement at various locations.
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Hydraulic connections are also used to transmit power from the tractor to the
implement. Hydraulics serve many purposes. This system operates at very high
pressure and components can become hot.
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This is a common use of hydraulic remotes used to control the depth of an
implement. Sometimes the hydraulics turn motors or actuate other moving
components of the implement.
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The common hazards include equipment falling and crushing operators who perform
maintenance.
Fluid injection is a very serious injury and requires specialized medical care not
commonly found in rural health care providers. Often times it can result in an
amputation of a limb to save the individuals life.
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To help reduce the risk of injury make sure to wear personal protective equipment
such as gloves, safety glasses, and appropriate clothing.
Recognize that when an implement is disconnected, the hydraulic lines may still be
under high pressure. The pressure should not be relieved by impacting the tip of male
coupler. Escaping oil is a safety hazard and may cause injury.
Leaving an implement with pressure in the hoses is a hazardous practice as
temperature changes can expand oil and increase system pressure leading to failure
of hoses, fitting, valves or cylinders. It is best to lower the equipment to the ground
before disconnecting the hydraulics.
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This system requires great care when completing the pre-op checks.
Keep the system clean by wiping dirt and debris before making connections.
Never use your hand to check for leaks. A piece of cardboard or mirror should be
used.
Check to make sure hoses are protected from heat sources, binding, or excessive
rubbing against sharp edges.
When transporting use approved locking mechanisms to prevent damage to
equipment.
Be sure the fluid level is at the recommended level.
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Clean and highly visible lighting and marking are critical for transport of equipment
on road ways. Check electrical equipment to ensure it is functioning and keep lights
clean. Be sure electrical connections are free from corrosion and wiring is free of
wear.
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If your tractor is in motion you will eventually need to stop it’s travel. Brakes are very
critical. Make sure brakes are in good condtion and adjusted properly.
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Tires keep you rolling so maintain them. Here are some tips for maintaining your farm
tires and keeping you safe. Tires that show signs of damage, have excessive
tread wear or are under inflated will not perform safely. Checking the tires on
your equipment should always be part of your daily inspection before operating
any type of machinery. While the most obvious safety risk is from tire blow out
or failure during operation, there are many other factors that could cause harm
to both the operator and the equipment. Tractor or other types of equipment
rollovers pose the most risk to operators and while there are many reasons
that a rollover can occur, having the right tires, tire pressure and proper
traction for the application and environment can help prevent these incidents.
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Take the time to properly inspect your tires for signs of wear, cracking, rim damage
and inflation.
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Looking at theses pictures gives us a gauge to evaluate our tire health.
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Other evidence of damage to tires.
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These pictures show the effect of proper inflation has on tread contact.
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After you have performed pre-operation checks, you can get started operating the
tractor safely. Remember the operating a tractor presents additional hazards to the
operator.
Falling from the operator station as well as noise exposure can result in significant
injuries.
Tree limbs can hit operators who are not enclosed in a cab making safety glasses
important to protect your eyes from being hit.
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When you begin your operation remember to perform the following.
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As you go about your work remember to maintain your safety by ensuring the
following.
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Sometimes tractor engine noise and distance can limit our ability to communicate
with each other.
We are going to show you common hand signals to communicate machine operation.
We will practice each before we going to the hands-on portion of the workshop.
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